
From: Olle Johansson [mailto:olle.johansson500@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2023 6:38 PM
To: mona@monanilsson.se
Cc: Dr. Lennart Hardell MD >; per.shapiro@telia.com
Subject: Re: https://folketsradio.se/cancelkulturen-del-2-
mobilstralningens-halsorisker/

Excuse the long delay - completely unforgivable, dear Mona, but I still beg 
your indulgence. As a pensioner, I don't have time to do as much anymore. 
Anyway, here are my answers to your questions:

1) Vidar Skipenes. I don't remember what date this was. --- This study is 
easy to repeat, contact an appropriate department at a university hospital; 
However, make sure that everything is done under strictly controlled 
conditions as well as under double-blind coding; enrol a 
haematopathologist specializing in blood/bone marrow/Rouleaux assays 
under a microscope. ---We were not able to replicate the findings that had 
been shown in videos on the Internet.

2) Mak P, Johansson O, van Wersch A, Huebner S, "No effect of mobile 
phone exposure on average erythrocyte aggregation as viewed in dark-
field microscopy, with or without a "mobileFloww" device. A double-blind 
pilot study," Teesside University, Sept. 22, 2016. While this study is easy to 
repeat, make sure that everything is done under strictly controlled 
conditions as well as under double-blind coding. ---We were not able to 
replicate the findings that had been shown in videos on the Internet.

3) Department of Histology; I don't remember when I did, but I started 
teaching in 1973 (VT), and continued until approx. 2012. --- I still possess 
the knowledge of promyelocytes, fat cells, stromal cells, megakaryocytes, 
neutrophils, eosinophils and basophilic granulocytes, erythrocytes, 
platelets, small, medium and large lymphocytes, plasmoblasts and plasma 
cells, monocytes, etc.

4) Don't remember. You can also easily redo this; I contacted hematology 
centers or hematology departments in Scandinavia, Europe, Canada, USA, 
etc., by phone. (It would be very exciting if you get a different result! But at 
the same time a bit strange considering that no academically sound 
scientist, or any hematology centers/hematology departments, report such 
changes as I asked about...)
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5) Don't remember. You can also easily redo this; I contacted hematology 
centers or hematology departments in Scandinavia, Europe, Canada, USA, 
etc., by phone. (It would be very exciting if you get a different result! But at 
the same time a bit strange considering that no academically sound 
scientist, or any hematology centers/hematology departments, report such 
changes as I asked about...)

6) Don't remember. You can also easily redo this; I contacted cardiology 
and clinical physiology hospital departments in Scandinavia, Europe, 
Canada, USA, etc., by phone. (It would be very exciting if you get a 
different result! But at the same time a bit strange considering that no 
academically sound scientist / - woman, or no cardiological/clinically 
physiological hospital wards, report such changes as I asked about...)

7) Vidar Skipenes (and with the practical help of Sissel Halmøy, Norway); 
ca. 25 test subjects were used, several of them under different forms of 
load. Conventional orthostatic test was used as a positive control (it 
worked in 100% of the trials). --- While this study is easy to repeat, make 
sure that everything is done under strictly controlled conditions as well as 
under double-blind coding. ---We couldn't replicate Magda Havas' 
findings. ---No specific money was given to this project, as far as I can 
remember.

8) When I left Karolinska Institutet, this went in the garbage; I had to get rid 
of approx. 3-4 tons (!) of partly unique archival material, and all of - as I 
judged - less weight and value had to go into the paper recycling. This 
simple study you can also easily repeat; I suspect that today - and 
especially after the COVID-19 pandemic - there will be even more people 
who want "more, bigger, faster, more powerful, quicker a cell phone 
system", and also "5G-enabled".

GOOD LUCK!

Best regards, friend Olle

————




On Fri, Aug 11, 2023 at 9:57 am, Mona Nilsson wrote:


Hello
The studies are presented on our website stralskyddsstiftelsen.se under 
the menu "our research". I would also like to take this opportunity to 
remind you of the urgent questions I asked 2 years ago about alleged 
investigations that were never reported. These questions asked on August 
21, 2021 remain unanswered. See appendix

Sincerely,
Mona Nilsson


